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a b s t r a c t
Player behavioural modelling has grown from a means to improve the playing strength of computer programs that play classic games (e.g., chess), to a means for impacting the player experience and satisfaction in video games, as well as in cross-domain applications such as interactive storytelling. In this
context, player behavioural modelling is concerned with two goals, namely (1) providing an interesting
or effective game AI on the basis of player models and (2) creating a basis for game developers to personalise gameplay as a whole, and creating new user-driven game mechanics. In this article, we provide an
overview of player behavioural modelling for video games by detailing four distinct approaches, namely
(1) modelling player actions, (2) modelling player tactics, (3) modelling player strategies, and (4) player
proﬁling. We conclude the article with an analysis on the applicability of the approaches for the domain
of video games.
Ó 2011 International Federation for Information Processing Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Player behavioural modelling is a research area in game playing
that is gaining attention from both game researchers and game
developers. It concerns generating models of player behaviour
and exploiting the models in actual play. Considering the increasing complexity of state-of-the-art video games [1,2], player models
are sorely needed for determining accurately, and adapting, the
player experience. In general, a player model is an abstracted
description of a player in a game environment. Speciﬁcally for
the context of behavioural modelling, a player model is an abstracted description of a player’s behaviour in a game environment.
In general it concerns only the behaviour of human players, but
player modelling techniques can be applied to the behaviour of
computer-controlled players (NPCs) too. In the case that the models concern speciﬁcally an opponent player, we speak of ‘opponent
modelling’. The goal of opponent modelling is to raise the playing
strength of a (computer-controlled) player by allowing it to adapt
to its (human) opponent and exploit his weaknesses [3–6]. In contrast, the general goal of player behavioural modelling often is to
steer the game towards a predictably high player satisfaction [1]
on the basis of modelled behaviour of the human player. Moreover,
next to being useful for entertainment augmentation, player
models are useful (among others) for simulation purposes (e.g.,
simulating stories or evaluating game maps), for game design
purposes (e.g., testing whether the map leads to the gameplay as
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +31 20 595 1675; fax: +31 20 595 1620.
E-mail addresses: s.c.j.bakkes@hva.nl (S.C.J. Bakkes), p.spronck@uvt.nl (P.H.M.
Spronck), g.lankveld@uvt.nl (G. van Lankveld).

envisioned by the designers), and for serious game applications
such as education (e.g., tailoring the game to a player’s model for
reaching particular learning objectives) or health (e.g., personalising games for rehabilitation of elderly patients).
Player behavioural modelling is of increasing importance in
modern video games [7]. The main reason is that player behavioural modelling is almost a necessity when the purpose of AI is
‘entertaining the human player’ rather than ‘defeating the human
player’ [1]. A challenge for such player modelling in video games
is that models of the player have to be established (1) in game
environments that generally are realistic and relatively complex,
(2) with typically little time for observation, and (3) often with
only partial observability of the environment. The online creation
of player models, or the classiﬁcation of the player into previously
established models, is a task that has to be performed real-time,
while other computations, such as rendering the game graphics,
are performed simultaneously. Researchers estimate that generally
only 20% of all computing resources are available to the game AI
[8]. Of this per cent, a large portion will be spent on rudimentary
AI behaviour, such as manoeuvring game characters within the
game environment. This implies that only computationally inexpensive approaches to player modelling are suitable for incorporation in the game AI.
For the domain of modern video games, we deem four approaches applicable to player behavioural modelling, namely (1)
modelling actions, (2) modelling tactics, (3) modelling strategies,
and (4) proﬁling a player. In this taxonomy, action models concern
game actions that can be observed directly or that can be inferred
from other observations. Tactical models concern short-term/local
game behaviour as composed of a series of game actions. Strategic
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models concern long-term/global game behaviour as composed of
a series of game tactics, of which the behaviour may span the entire game, several game iterations, and across distinct games.
Player proﬁling acknowledges that employing certain game actions, tactics, and strategies is motivated by the (psychological)
proﬁle of the player; distinct motivations and affect may result
in distinct strategies, tactics, and actions. An illustration of the
adopted taxonomy of player behavioural modelling is given in
Fig. 1. Indeed, the deﬁned classes are not mutually exclusive; one
can for instance capture player tactics and a player proﬁle in a single model.
In comparison, Sharma et al. [9] proposed a higher-order classiﬁcation of player modelling, in which as distinction is made between (1) direct-measurement approaches (e.g., that utilise
biometric data) and (2) indirect-measurement approaches (e.g.,
that infer the player’s skill level from in-game observations). In
the present paper, we focus on player behavioural modelling established via indirect measurements of the human player, by utilising
actual in-game observations. Following the terminology of Smith
et al. [10], what we investigate can be characterised as ‘‘induced
reaction models with an individual or class scope’’. The taxonomy
that we propose may be regarded as a reﬁnement of those by Sharma et al. [9] and Smith et al. [10]. That is, Sharma et al. [9] would
describe all four of the circles in Fig. 1 as ‘‘indirect measures’’, while
Smith et al. [10] would describe each one as an ‘‘induced reaction
model’’.
Following an extensive overview of background on the topic of
player behavioural modelling, in this paper each of the four approaches to player behavioural modelling is discussed in detail, together with recommendations for applications of the approach,
and insight into previously successful implementations. For readability, in the remainder of the paper we will refer to ‘player behavioural modelling’ as ‘player modelling’.

2. Background
Though distinct in goal, the basis of player modelling is largely
identical to that of opponent modelling: to improve the capabilities
of a computer system (game) by allowing it to adapt to the user
(player) and exploit his behavioural characteristics (cf. [3–6]). Even
if a game-theoretical optimal solution to a game is known, a computer program that has the capability to model player behaviour
may obtain a higher reward. An example that illustrates the importance of player modelling, derived from Fürnkranz [7], is as

follows. Consider, the game of ROSHAMBO (also known as ROCK–PAPER–
SCISSORS), where if both players play their optimal strategies (i.e.,
randomly select one of their three moves), either player can expect
to win one third of the games (with one third of the games drawn).
However, against an opponent player that always plays rock, a
player that is able to adapt his strategy to always playing paper
can maximise his reward, while a player that sticks with the ‘optimal’ random strategy will still win only one third of the games.
The concept of modelling the player’s behaviour is regarded as
important by numerous researchers [11–16]. Moreover, researchers state that player models are sorely needed to deal with the
complexities of state-of-the-art video games [1,2]. One of the grand
challenges in this line of work are games like POKER, where player
modelling is crucial to improve over game-theoretically optimal
play [17].
2.1. Player modelling in classic games
In classic games (e.g., chess, Go), player modelling has as its
main goal raising the game results of the computer player [1].
The objective is to exploit the opponent player’s weaknesses. Better game results are positively correlated with a higher playing
strength. Computer programs that play classic games generally
incorporate search techniques to ﬁnd possible game actions by the
opponent, of which a model can be constructed. As a result, the
role of player modelling in classic games (and other games that
use similar approaches) is to guide the search process towards improved results.
2.1.1. History
In the domain of classic games, player modelling is a research
topic that was envisaged decades ago. Van den Herik et al. [1] observed that, for instance, in the 1970s, chess programs incorporated a contempt factor, meaning that against a stronger
opponent player a draw was accepted even if the computer player
was +0.5 ahead, and a draw was declined against a weaker opponent even when the computer player had a negative score.
The ﬁrst attempt to model players in classic games was taken by
Slagle and Dixon [18], who incorporated rudimentary knowledge
of the opponent player in the search process. In general, such
knowledge may concern assumptions on the fallibility of an opponent [19] (e.g., game AI can consider the chance that the opponent
performs a non-rational game action). In related work, Jansen
[20,21] investigated using knowledge about the opponent in
game-tree search.
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy of player behavioural modelling by means of indirect measurements of the human player (i.e., utilising actual in-game observations to generate player
models).
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Research speciﬁcally focussed on the topic of opponent-modelling search started in 1993. In that year, two research groups, one
in Haifa, Israel and one in the Maastricht, Netherlands, simultaneously invented a search method that took knowledge of the
opponent player into account. They both called it: opponent-model
search. In Israel, Carmel and Markovitch [3] investigated in depth
the learning of models of opponent strategies. In The Netherlands,
Iida et al. [4] investigated potential applications of opponent-model search. An extensive description of the history of opponent modelling is given by Donkers [6].
In the year 1994, Uiterwijk and Van den Herik [22] invented a
search technique to speculate on the fallibility of the opponent
player. In the 2000s, Donkers et al. [5] and Donkers [6] deﬁned
probabilistic opponent models, that attempted to avoid the pitfalls
of opponent modelling by incorporating the computer player’s
uncertainty about the opponent’s strategy.
2.1.2. State of affairs
In the domain of classic games, the realisation of most ideas
concerning player modelling is still in its infancy. There are a few
successful instances of actual implementation, viz. (1) ROSHAMBO
[23], (2) the iterated prisoner’s dilemma [24], and (3) POKER [25].
Still, there is a wealth of techniques that are waiting for implementation in other games [1].
2.2. Player modelling in video games
Player modelling is of increasing importance in modern video
games [7]. In video games, player modelling has as its main goal
raising the entertainment factor (instead of raising the playing
strength) [1]. For video-game environments, player modelling
has distinct roles and challenges.
2.2.1. Role of player modelling
In order to raise the entertainment factor of a video game, game
AI that incorporates player modelling may fulﬁl three roles: (1) as a
companion, (2) as a coach, or (3) as an opponent. Each role entails
distinct requirements for the game AI. A description of the three
roles is given next. The description is largely derived from a review
article by Van den Herik et al. [1], to which we refer the reader for
more information on the topic.
2.2.1.1. Companion role. In the companion role, the game AI must
behave according to the expectations of the human player. For instance, when the human player prefers an inconspicuous approach
to dealing with hostile in-game characters (e.g., by attempting to
remain undetected), he will not be pleased when the computercontrolled companions immediately attack every hostile character
that is near. If the companions fail to predict with a high degree of
success what the human player desires, they will likely annoy the
human player, which, in turn, is detrimental for the entertainment
value of the game.
2.2.1.2. Coaching role. In the coaching role, the game AI monitors
closely the behaviour of the human player, and dependent on the
goal of the game redirects the player’s focus, or encourages a certain course of action. This is particularly the case for so-called ‘serious games’, where training is typically the purpose of the game,
and personalised coaching often an inherent requirement. To this
end, a good player model may assist the game in achieving its goals
in an efﬁcient and effective manner. Note that the coach is not necessarily supporting the player in his approach to the game; a drama manager such as used by Sharma et al. [26] would fall in the
same category.
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2.2.1.3. Opponent role. In the opponent role, the game AI must be
able to match the playing skills of the human player, and respond
adequately to the player’s playing style. This is a task that is difﬁcult to balance. Research shows that when the opponent characters
play too weak a game against the human player, the human player
loses interest in the game [27]. In contrast, when the opponent
characters play too strong a game against the human player, the
human player gets frustrated with the game and will quit playing
too [28,29].
2.2.2. State of affairs
In recent years there have been several successful implementations of player modelling. For instance, Rohs [30] and Spronck and
den Teuling [31] were able to model accurately several preferences
of players in the game CIVILIZATION IV. Yannakakis [32] investigated
the modelling of opponent players, for the purpose of augmenting
player satisfaction, and Sailer et al. [33] incorporated player modelling to enhance simulation-based planning in RTS games. Laviers
et al. [34,35] investigated improving AI performance through
opponent modelling in the RUSH 2008 football simulator.
Van der Heijden et al. [36] applied player modelling to increase
the effectiveness of strategies in a tactical game mode of the ORTS
game. In the card game MACHIAVELLI, which shares numerous characteristics with modern video games, Bergsma [37] was successful in
establishing and effectively utilising models of the opponent
player. In the game GHOSTS, Aiolli and Palazzi [38,39] were able to
enhance the game AI by allowing it to learn the opponent’s playing
style. In the game of GUESS IT, Lockett et al. [40] showed that opponent modelling could be used to learn effective game strategies. In
the complex SPRING game, Schadd et al. [41] were able to generate
automatically accurate models of the opponent player.
In addition, researchers are incorporating techniques to predict
sequences of user actions (cf., e.g., Davison and Hirsh [42]), such as
the position of opponent players in ﬁrst-person shooters [43,44],
and in the game WORLD OF WARCRAFT [45]. Wong et al. [46] investigated
player modelling for a simple 2D shooter game. In the domain of
interactive storytelling, Thue et al. [47] investigated how models
of the opponent player can be applied to create stories that can
be adapted to ﬁt individual players.
Houlette [48], Charles and Black [49], Charles et al. [50], and Bohil and Biocca [51] discussed the challenges of player modelling in
video-game environments, and suggested possible implementations of player modelling. As discussed in Section 1, only computationally inexpensive approaches to player modelling are suitable
for incorporation in video game AI. In the sections that follow,
we discuss in detail four such approaches.
3. Modelling player actions
A straightforward way to implement player modelling is by
modelling the actions that a player executes. In its most general
form, such an action model consists of a list of game states, each
combined with one or more player actions, and a likelihood value
that the player will undertake that action in the state. A perfect action model predicts exactly one action for each possible game state
with 100% accuracy. In practice, action models are not necessarily
implemented as a list of game states with associated actions, as the
number of distinguishable game states is often very high. They
may be implemented, for instance, as a list of rules that test the
current game state and generate an appropriate action, or as a
function that evaluates possible actions with respect to the current
game state.
Action models originate in classical board game research. Player
models for classical board games are almost exclusively used to enhance game tree search, i.e., to predict which moves the opponent
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will make in answer to the computer’s moves. The player model is
expressed as an evaluation function, which, in essence, determines
a value for each possible opponent move and thus a likelihood that
a move will be selected by the opponent [3,4,6]. As such, most
player models in classical board games can be considered action
models. Note that actually all tree-search techniques use player
models, as by default they use the computer’s own evaluation
function to predict opponent moves; therefore, the model used is
actually the computer itself.
ROBOSOCCER as a research environment is comparable to video
games such as sports games and ﬁrst-person shooters. The ﬁrst
explorations of the kind of player models that can be used in video
games was performed in ROBOSOCCER. These models were predominantly action models, which speciﬁcally predict what kind of actions the opponent bots are going to take. For example, Ledezma
et al. [52,53] use classiﬁcation techniques to build action models
of members of the champion team of the 2001 ROBOCUP edition.
A simple technique that has been proposed for building action
models for video games is sequential prediction [54], speciﬁcally
by the use of N-grams [55]. N-grams are sequences of choices,
i.e., moves or actions. It is assumed that action sequences that have
been observed in the past can be used to predict a future action. For
instance, if it has been observed that when action A1 is executed
twice in a row, it is followed 75% of the time by action A2 , the prediction would be that there is a 75% likelihood of the next action
being A2 if the previous two observed actions were both A1 . In general, the more actions in the past are observed, the better the Ngrams will function. The big problem with N-grams is, however,
that they are only based on action sequences, while disregarding
other state parameters. Therefore they mainly work for games in
which the prediction of move sequences is key to gameplay, such
as ﬁghting games.
In games more complex than the previously mentioned, it
might be hard to predict low-level actions as there are so many
to choose from. However, actions might be predicted on a slightly
higher level where the number of possible actions is manageable.
For instance, Baker et al. [56] use probabilistic A⁄ path analysis to
predict which of three targets an opponent had selected. Their
player model consists of a simple probability distribution over all
possible moves that the player might make. While it might be hard
to predict the exact next move of the player, their model can determine the selected target with high accuracy. Similar work in a
more complex game by Butler and Demiris [57] uses an approach
inspired by the Theory of Mind, in which they predict the selection
of a target of a team of units in an RTS game, by mapping the
team’s movement to A⁄ paths which lead to the respective targets.
For many games a limited number of player types can be distinguished, each with a predisposition for speciﬁc action choices. An
action model of a particular player can then be deﬁned as a series
of weights for each of the possible player types, and the predicted
choice of action can be determined as a weighted voting by all the
types. This is the basis behind the strongest player models for TEXAS
HOLD’EM POKER [25,58], but is also used for other games, such as GUESS
IT [40].
The big advantage of action models is that they are easy to employ by an AI. If it is known which action the opponent is going to
take, it is easy to block the action or avoid confrontation, if desired.
There are two disadvantages, however. The ﬁrst is that states in
video games typically encompass an enormous number of parameters, and the number of different actions is usually also large. This
leads to an unmanageable state–action space. Added to that is the
fact that in most games state information is incomplete. The consequence is that for action models to be learned efﬁciently, state
information must be restricted to a few simpliﬁed features, which
are usually insufﬁcient for building an acceptable action model
except for very simple games.

The second disadvantage is that it is hard to make an action
model generalise directly to new situations (i.e., without requiring
additional learning trials). Virtually all action models used in practice are based on direct observations of behaviour, and couple observed actions to observed states. Consequently, they do not know
the reasons for actions and thus may have problems being effective
in different circumstances. For example, suppose that a human
player controls a ﬁghter character in a role-playing game, and an
action model is determined for his behaviour. When later the human player controls a wizard character, with a different list of possible actions, he might use aggressive spells in situations where his
ﬁghter character used melee attacks. A equivalent play style leads
to different actions, so without understanding the play style, the
model of the player controlling a ﬁghter does not transfer to controlling a wizard.1
We conclude that action models might be of use for the relatively simple task of responding to speciﬁc low-level player actions
in speciﬁc games, but that it is hard to make them generalise
directly to different games or even to different situation in the
same game.
4. Modelling player tactics
Here we look into the topic of modelling player tactics (4.1),
highlight a previously successful implementation (4.2), and discuss
the beneﬁts of modelling player tactics in video games (4.3).
4.1. Description of the approach
A tactic, in the military sense, is deﬁned as the ‘art of organising
an army; the techniques for using weapons or military units in
combination for engaging and defeating an enemy in battle’ [59].
In the context of video games, we deﬁne tactics analogously, being
a relatively low planning level that involves one to several units,
organised in such a way as to achieve a particular local goal. Tactics, therefore, can be interpreted as the motives for player actions.
Modelling player tactics, by extension, can be deﬁned as creating
player models by means of automatically distiling the organisation
and particular goal of certain in-game characters, as exempliﬁed by
the observed character actions. For instance, in video games, game
characters may manoeuvre together in a so-called squad, enabling
certain vulnerable characters to be protected by strong characters,
and enabling the strong characters to beneﬁt from distinct other
qualities of the vulnerable characters. Indeed, the composition of a
formation of characters may constitute a tactic by itself. As another
example, in numerous video games a tactic may concern precisely
how characters manoeuvre in a squad. That is, the internal arrangement of characters may have particular tactical advantages, say in
numerous ﬁrst-person shooter (FPS) games. To provide additional
examples: in a platform game, such as SUPER MARIO BROS., a tactic may
constitute a series of game actions leading to the local goal of defeating a mini-boss. In a casual racing game, such as SUPER MARIO KART, a tactic may be to purposely wait with using a particular power-up, and
in an adventure game, such as THE SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND, a tactic may
be to randomly apply all gathered objects with all other in-game
objects (arguably, a generally inefﬁcient tactic).
1
Indeed, one may correctly note that with additional learning trials, generalisation
may nevertheless be obtained. For instance, using techniques such as inverse
reinforcement learning (IRL), it would be possible to learn from the ﬁghter character,
and perfectly generalise to the wizard character. This is because, in IRL, we infer a
reward function from the observed low-level user actions, and then learn a policy that
optimises that reward function (mimicking the human). Since we have the reward
function, changing the action set (moving to a wizard), only requires learning a
different optimal policy that optimises the learnt reward function. Techniques such as
IRL work at the action level, can predict human actions, can reason about motivations,
and do generalise. The penalty, of course, is computational complexity and scalability.
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Modelling player tactics is achieved generally by incorporating
learning techniques, or applying methods for case-based reasoning
over in-game observations. For instance, Auslander et al. [60] uses
case-based reasoning to allow reinforcement learning to respond
more quickly to tactically-changing circumstances in the UNREAL
TOURNAMENT domination game. Laviers et al. [34,35] demonstrate
how the exploitation of tactical models may increase game AI
effectiveness in the game of football.
4.2. Highlighted implementation
Following our deﬁnition of modelling player tactics (i.e.,
creating player models by means of automatically distiling the
organisation and particular goal of certain in-game characters, as
exempliﬁed by the observed character actions), we highlight an
implementation by Van der Heijden et al. [36,61]. It models tactical
formations of game characters. A formation is an arrangement or
disposition of units [62], is typically applied for a tactical purpose,
and has already been found in tribal societies such as the Maori
[63]. Commonly seen formations, such as a shield wall, a phalanx
or a wedge, have historical signiﬁcance and are still used in modern military operations [64].
An important factor that inﬂuences the effectiveness of a formation, is the formation employed by the opponent player. To
make predictions about the behaviour of the opponent, an AI
player ﬁrst needs to model the opponent player’s behaviour. In
the present context, therefore, the challenge is to model character
behaviour on a local level, speciﬁcally, to model the formations
that underlie the organisation of game characters. An adequate
selection of tactical features is instrumental herein. In the highlighted implementation, explicit opponent models [65] are generated on the basis of three behavioural features: (1) Number of
formations employed by the opponent, (2) Unit distribution,
and (3) Unit distance.
Opponent models generated on this basis, are used for two purposes: (1) classifying opponent players in actual online gameplay,
based on actual game observations and (2) for distinct opponent
classiﬁcations, applying previously learned successful behaviour
online. In experiments, Van der Heijden observes that when competing with known opponent players, applying the previously
learned behaviour enables the game AI to be effective from the onset of the game. Moreover, when in competition against a previously unknown player, i.e., an opponent player whose playing
features have not been captured in the player models, one can still
apply the player models for the purpose of improving game behaviour. Namely, unknown players generally exhibit similarities with
regard to their behavioural features. It was therefore observed that
behaviour that is successful against one particular player, was to a
large extent also successful against similar players.
4.3. Discussion of modelling player tactics
It is safe to state that the advantage of tactics modelling over
modelling player actions directly, is that, inherently, the statespace complexity decreases as a result of the higher information
abstraction. Also, a modest form of generalisation is incorporated
that may sufﬁce for many tactical games. The main disadvantage
of tactics modelling is that the information abstraction that is
being modelled concerns foremost behaviour on a local scale,
while the intricacies of the local interactions with the higher-level,
i.e., strategic play of the game is not incorporated in the models.
Therefore, solely on the basis of tactical models one cannot generalise over the underlying intentions behind the observed tactics.
Hence, we consider tactical models most useful in (actionbased) games that are predominantly tactics-oriented, such as
squad-based ﬁrst-person shooters (FPS). In more complex games
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such as real-time strategy (RTS) games, however, tactics are not
independent of each other, but interrelated and aimed at reaching
an overarching goal. In such games, tactical models alone are insufﬁcient for effectively modelling player behaviour.

5. Modelling player strategies
Here we look into the topic of modelling player strategies (5.1),
highlight a previously successful implementation (5.2), and discuss
the beneﬁts of modelling player strategies in video games (5.3).
5.1. Description of the approach
Strategy, a word of military origin, refers to a plan of action
designed to achieve a particular goal. In military usage strategy
is distinct from tactics, which are concerned with the conduct
of an engagement on a local scale, while strategy is concerned
with how different tactical engagements are linked [59]. Strategy
concerns generally a method to conﬂict, and arguably conﬂict resolution, between at least two sides. These sides interact, and thus
a strategy will rarely be successful if it shows no adaptability
[66]. Hence, strategy is concerned with the overall means and
plan for achieving a long-term outcome. Where in game theory
it is common that every player in a non-cooperative game has a
set of possible strategies (and must choose one of the choices),
in video games it is common that a player needs to envision possible strategies himself from the interplay of employed game
tactics.2
Modelling player strategies, by extension, can be deﬁned as creating player models by automatically distiling a player’s overall
means and plan for achieving a long-term outcome, as exempliﬁed
by the observed player tactics. Theoretically speaking, modelling
player strategies strictly builds upon models of player tactics and
well-deﬁned features that represent or imply player tactics. As
such, the methods for implementing modelling player strategies
have a large degree of overlap with implementing modelling player
tactics, in respect that typically a feature abstraction is observed
and utilised for tasks such as creating player models and steering
game AI behaviour. For example, observing a formation of opponent characters moving into a ﬂanking position may indicate an
imminent attack in case the opponent player follows an aggressive
strategy. On the other hand, should the opponent player follow a
defensive strategy, the ﬂanking characters may indicate the opponent player is merely gathering in-game resources on the particular location, and pose no further threat. As another, more generic
example, in numerous video games patterns may be discovered
from observed opponent tactics, that form a prelude to future
opponent tactics, which are part of an overall strategy. For instance, also in less strategic game genres, game strategies may exist, such as executing a ‘speed run’ strategy in platform games, and
deciding on a one, two, or three pit-stop strategy in advance of
playing a Formula 1 racing game.
Research into modelling player strategies in video games is
sparse. Ontañón et al. [67] presented a framework for high-level
case-based planning on the basis of annotated knowledge drawn
from expert demonstrations in the WARGUS game. For strategy prediction, data mining techniques have been applied successfully
by Weber and Mateas [68]. Indeed, if a player’s strategy can be
modelled adequately, one may be able to reason accurately on an
effective counter strategy.
2
We note that, though ‘action-tactic-strategy’ is a common division of a continuum
of abstraction levels, it certainly is not intended as an exhaustive division. Indeed, in
any sufﬁciently complex game, there may be additional abstraction levels between
the three proposed categories, at which one could reason in ﬁner detail.
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5.2. Highlighted implementation
Following our deﬁnition of modelling player strategies (i.e., creating player models by automatically distiling a player’s overall
means and plan for achieving a long-term outcome, as exempliﬁed
by the observed player tactics), we highlight an implementation by
Bakkes et al. [69–73]. The approach concerns the online exploitation of a data store of actual game observations, and is validated
in the complex real-time strategy (RTS) game SPRING. Here, we focus
on how strategic player modelling was utilised for improving the
effectiveness of decisions made by an adaptive game AI. In this
context, the challenge is to assess which high-level strategy a
player adopts in terms of unit preference, in-game technological
development, economy, and playing style (e.g., aggressive/defensive), and effectively exploiting this knowledge for steering behaviour expressed by the game AI.
In the highlighted implementation, player models are created
automatically. It happens on the basis of game observations gathered in the data store of observations. As a ﬁrst step to modelling
player strategies, features of an opponent’s high-level strategic
behaviour are deﬁned and selected. Strategic behaviour (e.g., the
opponent’s preference of unit type, the focus of an opponent’s
technological development, the strength of his economy, and the
aggressiveness of the opponent) can generally be inferred from
observing the values of selected features during actual play: (1)
Number of observed k-bot units, (2) Number of observed tank
units, (3) Number of observed aircraft units, (4) Number of technologically advanced buildings (i.e., level 2 or higher), (5) Number of
metal extractors, (6) Number of solar panels, (7) Number of wind
turbines, (8) Time of ﬁrst attack on one of the metal extractors,
(9) Time of ﬁrst attack on one of the solar panels, and (10) Time
of ﬁrst attack on one of the wind turbines.
The ﬁrst three features express the global strategic preference
of an opponent player. The fourth feature expresses the technological development of a player. The ﬁfth, sixth, and seventh feature
express the strength of an opponent’s economy, and by implication, the strength of the opponent’s army. The eighth, ninth, and
tenth feature express the aggressiveness of the opponent player.
Player models were generated based on observations gathered
from play on three distinct maps. The generated models (Table 1)
reveal that opponents observed on the map SmallDivide typically
employ a defensive playing style, have a preference for constructing advanced buildings, and have a preference for constructing
tank units. Opponents observed on the map TheRing are typically
similar to those observed on the map SmallDivide, with the difference that they have a preference for constructing k-bot units,
instead of tank units. Opponents observed on the map MetalHeckv2 typically employ an aggressive playing style, do not have
a preference for constructing advanced buildings, and have a preference for constructing tank units.
The generated player models are exploited by labelling each
game in the data store with the classiﬁcation of the opponent
player against whom the game AI was pitted. The classiﬁcation
of the opponent player is exploited for (A) intelligent initialisation

of game AI (i.e., determine which opponent the game AI is likely to
be pitted against, and initialise with a predictably effective strategy) and (B) online strategy selection in actual play (i.e., more
accurately compare similarities in previous game observations
for steering game AI behaviour to a desirable state).
In the performed experiments, it is observed that applying
player modelling techniques generally increases the effectiveness
of the adaptive game AI. Though the increase in performance was
based on effectively utilising observations on opponent players,
naturally, the adaptive game AI may still be confronted with an
opponent that it has not observed previously. In this situation,
the inherent generalisation that is provided by the implemented
clustering of player models was observed to already have led to
the game AI being initialised with a strategy that is also effective
against the previously unobserved opponent. Should the strategy
still be ineffective, then it can be adapted during online play. In
any case, in the implemented adaptive game AI, the next time that
player models are generated, the just-observed game will be included in the data store of observations. As a result, the previously
unobserved opponent will be covered in the player models, and
accordingly game AI that is predictably more effective will be generated automatically.
5.3. Discussion of modelling player strategies
A disadvantage of modelling player strategies is that it requires
a multitude of observations before strategic models may be considered accurate. Indeed, this may also be the case to some degree in
modelling player tactics, though we surmise that determining a
player’s local goal (tactics) generally requires fewer observations
than determining a player’s higher-order goal (strategy). Also, even
when accurate models have been generated, it may not necessarily
imply that a counter strategy is directly available for application; it
may require an additional learning process. Finally, the classiﬁcation of a certain strategy may be hampered by a so-called ‘fog of
war’, which renders the game environment only partially visible
to the player.
However, the advantage of modelling player strategies concern
generalisation of the observed strategies over other repetitions of
the game, over games played against distinct other players, and
even over distinct other games in the genre (as common strategies
exist within game genres). We note that in our demarcation of actions, tactics, and strategies, a strategy is to be considered a higherorder goal entailing a generic fashion in which it can be achieved,
i.e., playing aggressively, having a preference for certain tactics,
etc. We surmise that in most games such generic, higher-order
strategies can be deﬁned or discovered automatically. Indeed, early
notice of which strategy which player is employing is of particular
interest to other players and game AI. Particularly, it can be utilised
to steer the game into a direction of more (or if desired, less) challenge, or may serve as a basis for feedback to the human player on
the effectiveness of his exhibited behaviour (e.g., in the context of a
training mechanism of a serious game).
6. Player proﬁling

Table 1
Overview of the characteristics of the generated player models.

# Player models
Typical playing
style
Building
preference
Unit preference

Map:
SmallDivide

Map:
TheRing

Map:
MetalHeckv2

9
Defensive

8
Defensive

9
Aggressive

Advanced
buildings
Tank units

Advanced
buildings
K-bot units

No adv.
buildings
Tank units

A fairly recent development with regard to player modelling, is
to establish automatically psychologically or sociologically veriﬁed
player proﬁles. Such models provide motives or explanations for
observed behaviour, regardless whether it concerns strategic
behaviour, tactical behaviour, or actions. A solid proﬁle can be used
to, for instance, predict a player’s affective state while playing a
game. In that respect player proﬁling is closely related to affective
player modelling, a research domain that attempts to capture a
player’s affective state by direct observation [74,75]. Player proﬁl-
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ing can be regarded as a form of user modelling. User modelling is
usually aimed at capturing an application user’s emotions, and has
seen considerable research interest in the last decade (cf. [76–79]).
Lankveld et al. [80] states that the major differences between
player modelling and player proﬁling lie in the features that are
modelled. That is, player modelling generally attempts to model
the player’s external behavioural attributes (e.g., tactics and playing style), while player proﬁling attempts to model internal traits
of the player (e.g., personality and preferences). The models produced by player proﬁling are readily applicable in any situation
where conventional personality models can be used. In addition,
player proﬁling is supported by a large body of psychological
knowledge.
A leading contributor to this line of work is Yannakakis et al.,
who in previous work investigated the cognitive modelling of players [32], and focussed particularly on applying the models for the
purpose of optimising player satisfaction [81,82]. Bohil and Biocca
[51] also investigate cognitive modelling of video game players,
particularly with a focus on adapting information interfaces. Recently, Yannakakis and Togelius [83] published a general framework of Player Experience Modelling, of which player proﬁling
can be considered a subset. Van Lankveld et al. [84] determined
that in an actual video game (i.e., NEVERWINTER NIGHTS), it is indeed
possible to create an adequate personality proﬁle of a player. In
his research, all factors of the Five Factor Model of personality
(FFM) (cf. [85,86]) could be modelled, consisting of the factors
(1) openness to new experience, (2) conscientiousness, (3) extraversion, (4) agreeableness, and (5) neuroticism.
In this regard, player proﬁling extends the applicability of
player modelling techniques to domains where dramatic effect
and social adequacy play an important role. For instance, the domain of interactive storytelling has seen numerous advances in
terms of chaining together appropriate actor actions, directing
scenes toward a dramatic goal (e.g., the work of Mateas and Stern
[87]), or planning to achieve a learning objective [88–90]. The evaluation of player models for interactive ﬁction has been investigated by Sharma et al. [9]. Particularly, player modelling may
enrich systems by incorporating psychologically veriﬁed knowledge on player satisfaction and experience. A promising system
in this regard, is PaSSAGE (still in development), an interactive storytelling system which bases its storytelling decision on an automatically learned model of each player’s style of play [47,91].
Also, in the framework of procedural content generation, the
importance of including player models has been suggested previously [92], as well as investigated [83,93,94].
One disadvantage of player proﬁling is that generated proﬁles
are, at least initially, player speciﬁc. Generating online a new
player proﬁle requires a multitude of player observations. Therefore, well designed applications of player proﬁling strive for a certain extent of generalisation over models, with regard to player
characteristics (e.g., extraversion) or playing style (e.g., aggression). The main advantage of player proﬁling, on the other hand,
is the information richness it may provide on player experience
and satisfaction. This may be of particular interest to so-called serious games, that for instance train individuals to certain situations.
In addition, and most importantly, an accurate player proﬁle will
generalise fully to other games and other domains. That is, the proﬁle covers inherent personal traits and characteristics of a player,
which will be of interest for many applications.

7. Conclusions
Following a focus on player behavioural modelling established
via indirect measurements of the human player, in this article we
distinguished four types of player models: (1) action models, (2)
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tactical models, (3) strategic models, and (4) player proﬁles. If we
examine these types of models, respectively, we notice that they
are increasingly resource-intensive to construct; however, they
also increasingly generalise better. When considering the predictive capabilities of these types of models, action models attempt
to do what most game developers would like player models to
do, namely predict player actions. If exact future actions are
known, determining a good response is relatively easy. While action prediction seems an attractive possibility of a model, in practice it is of limited use, unless the games concerned are relatively
uncomplicated. The predictions of the other model types become
increasingly less speciﬁc, but also more generally applicable for direct use (i.e., without requiring additional learning trials).
Tactical and strategic models have a lot of potential, especially
when the goal of a game is to provide a strong challenge for the human player (the highlighted implementations are a good example
of this). Inherently, tactical and strategic models are capable of
more generalisation than is possible on solely an action-state level.
Hence, tactical and strategic models provide more means for game
developers to personalise and adapt the provided game experience
and challenge to the level of individual players.
Player proﬁling is of a different calibre, though comprised of
predominantly ongoing research. By incorporating psychologically-veriﬁed knowledge in player models, as well as knowledge
on player experience and satisfaction, player proﬁling may potentially have a substantial (and more directly noticeable) impact on
the experience that users have with a gaming system. Indeed,
numerous cross-domain applications exist for player modelling
approaches, such as in interactive storytelling, or in gaming environments that are generated online, on the basis of a player’s
behaviour and experience.
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